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ABSTRACT
The banking sector is one of the biggest and revenue generating sector in our economy. India
is a country with impressively splendid banks with sufficient capital and well-regulated rules
and regulations. One of the biggest transformations that the sector faced during this period is
GST i.e., Goods and Service Tax, a new tax regime introduced in the midnight of 1 July
2017. Now the new tax regime has become one year old and there are so many changes
which happened in the banking sector during this one-year periods. Introduction of GST to
the banking sector was one the highly risky and challenging role for the government. GST is
a replacement to the Value Added Tax (VAT) which was implied on goods and services. The
main purpose of studying the impact of implementation of GST is to avoid double taxation
on goods and services. It is a self-regulated tax system with a simplifies tax regime which
reduces the multiplicity of tax. The purpose of this study is to know the challenges faced by
the Banking sector and its effects on the customers after the implementation of the GST.
New tax regime made an incredible step by the abolish of centralized registration of the
banks. Now all the bank branches have to register under GST in each state for the smooth
functioning. The tax rate has created an impression in the banking sector that the sector is
contributing much toward the economic growth of the country. Tax slabs is another
important and critical thing discussed in this paper which has substantially increased
compared to the old tax regime. Data for the study have been collected from secondary data
sources such as journals, internet, and news articles. Using the ABCD qualitative analysis
technique, advantages, benefits, constraints, and disadvantages for both banks and the
customers for payment of GST are identified.
Keywords: Banking sector, GST (Goods and Service tax), Cascading of tax, Simplified tax
regime, Banking product and services.
1. INTRODUCTION :
The paper reflects on the impact of implementation of GST on the banking sector. It also put light on
how the tax rates imposed on different products and services of banks and how it affects the
customers.GST is playing a vital role in all sectors of the economy and the day to day life of the
people. It has been discussed in newspapers from past one year about the changes in the price of the
products and tax slabs of GST but still, people are in chaos. The introduction of GST (Goods and
Service Tax) made a large change in the entire tax system of the country which is affected on 1121
items as from the newspaper source. GST is a replacement to the Value-added Tax (VAT) which was
imposed on goods and services [1]. GST is an indirect tax which was introduced in India on July 1st
of 2017 and was applicable throughout India which replaced multiple and compound taxes imposed
by the central and state governments on a large number of goods and services. Under the GST tax
system, goods and services are imposed with rates of 0%, 5%, 12 %, 18% and 28%. There is a unique
rate of 0.25% on rough semi-precious and precious stones and also 3% of tax on gold. In addition to
that, there is a cess of 22% or other rates on top of 28% GST applies on a few items like luxury cars,
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tobacco products, and aerated drinks. In the banking sector, it has made a huge change as almost all
the products and services have a high tax rate compared to the previous one [1], [2], [5], [6]. An
important advantage of GST is that it avoids the double taxation on goods and services.
Some of the advantages of GST are:
 Reduction in cascading of taxes
 Overall reduction in price
 Self-regulating tax system
 Non-intrusive electronic tax system
 Simplified tax regime
1. Reduction of cascading of taxes: There was a large number of taxes like services tax, customs
duty, value added tax etc. imposed on goods and services traded in our economy. After the
introduction of GST, there the cascading or overlapping of taxes in different sectors of the products
from production to consumption has reduced. The tax for the good and services is paid equally to the
state and the central government. in simple words, it is multiple taxes to a single integrated tax [3],
[10].
2. An overall reduction in price: The prices of the goods are expected to reduce in the future due to
the uniform tax imposed on different goods and services. the tax on each good and services are
assigned or levied according to the different category in which the goods lies.
3. Self-regulated tax: GST facilitates the customers or the taxpayers to have an easy compliance and
make their payment effortless.GST has introduced the concept of "Auto Notified", "Mismatch
Mechanism" in order to find out any mismatches in the tax filing mechanism. The mismatch can
happen from the side of the recipient and in such cases, the recipient himself can make a correction or
the supplier can make mistakes like he /she didn't upload or pay tax on the invoice which he/she was
issued. In these two cases, the recipient or supplier of the goods can do corrections in the tax filing
[4], [5], [6].
4. Non-Intrusive electronic tax system: GST has been introduced as a non-intrusive tax system as it
is bordered tax system and decreases the black money transaction and the free flow of goods and
services.
5. Simplified tax regime: The tax system is more simplified, there is no cascading effect as each
level of the transaction the tax has been set off.
6. Uniformity of tax system: There is uniform tax rates for various products in the market as the tax
charged on various products are 0%, 5%, 12%, 18%, and 28% depending on the value and of the
category of the product.
2. OBJECTIVES :
•
•
•
•

To study the responsibilities if Indian public sector banks registered for payment of GST.
To know the issues faced by the banking sector after the implementation of GST.
To know the tax rate imposed on products and services provided by the banks.
The understand the challenges of the banks and the customers to fulfil GST norms.

3. METHODOLOGY :
Secondary data: The research paper is an attempt of research, based on the secondary data sourced
from journals, Internet, articles, previous research paper which focused on the various aspects of
goods and service activities. According to the requirements of the objectives of the study, the design
is descriptive type. The accessible secondary data is used only for study [7].
4. GST: TODAY'S BANKING :
Banking sector is one of the oldest sectors which contributes a huge amount of wealth to the country.
Now the earning of the sector has been increasing day by day. The banking system in India is divided
into different sectors as shown in table 1.
Table 1: The number of banks in the country as on 2018
Banks
Public sectors

Number of Banks
27
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Private
22
Foreign Banks
44
Regional rural banks
56
Urban Cooperative banks
1,589
Rural Cooperative banks
93,550
The above table shows the number of banks operates in the country in the year 2018. all the banks are
registered under GST at each state and each branch they run in.
4.1 BANK WHICH ARE AUTHORISED IN CENTRE AND STATES FOR GST PAYMENT
There are 26 public sector banks in the list (table 2) which are registered under GST for the for
central and state level payment in India. All these banks which are mentioned above are registered
under the GST for the smooth running of the business, transactions, and tax filing.
Table 2: It shows the name of banks which are registered under GST for any payment at central and
state level
Name of the Banks
Allahabad Bank
Dena Bank
United Bank of India
State Bank of
Travancore
Andhra Bank
Indian Bank
UCO Bank
IDBI Bank Ltd
Bank of India
Indian Overseas Bank
Vijaya Bank
Bank of Baroda
Oriental Bank Of
State Bank of India
Commerce
Bank of Maharashtra
Punjab National Bank
State Bank of Bikaner
& Jaipur
Canara Bank
Punjab & Sind Bank
State Bank of
Hyderabad
Central Bank of India
Syndicate Bank
State Bank of Mysore
Corporation Bank
Union Bank of India
State Bank of Patiala
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Fig. 1: Data on the growth of the deposits in the banking sector during past 12 years
In the above figure 1, there is a huge increase in deposits from the past 12 years. The x-axis of the
figure shows the amount in the US $ billion and the y-axis shows the year-wise growth of the
banking sector. As per the RBI, banking sector of India is effectively capitalized and well-regulated.
The economic and financial conditions in the nation are far advanced to any other countries in the
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world. Market, credit, and liquidity risk studies advise that banks in India are generally flexible and
have strongly faced the global economic crises. Indian banking industry has lately witnessed the rollout of innovative banking models, implementation of GST and the new tax rates which contributes
more revenue to the sector [13], [14].
The impact of GST to the banking sector had made an impression that GST is doing an excellent job
in the sector due to high rates compared to previous tax rates (service tax) but it has become a costly
affair for customers. Most of the employees in the sector agree that GST is a good initiative taken by
the government for sustainable banking but there is a high number of the problem arising about the
new tax system and feels that GST to the banking sector is proved to be a cumbersome or
complicated due to a large number of transactions. The banks were not allowed for a centralized
registration under GST. They are required to do separate registration in each state they operate in [5],
[6], [8].
5. ISSUES IN THE BANKING SECTOR DUE TO THE ADVENT OF GST BASED ON THE
OBSERVATION :
5.1 PROCEDURE OF REGISTRATION
Before the advent of GST all the banks in India have a centralized registration under the Service tax
law for all the branches in the country. The government has ruled out centralized registration for
financial institutions called banks under the new tax regime goods and services tax and, it has
mandated separate registration for each state they operate in. It has become a compulsory activity for
all the bank which work within the country in order to carry out its functions. It created a huge
compliance burden on the banks [8]. It requires high harmonization and control between the banks
within and outside the state for tax matters. Under GST administration, accounting and financial
records etc. are to be maintained separately for each state-wise. the banks doing state-wise
registration, filing multiple returns for each state, multiple audit and assessments especially in a
situation where banks have branches in almost every state and union territory of the county and with
each state, each city, each locality has a branch of the bank [9].
5.1.1 STEP IN THE REGISTRATION PROCESS:
a. The customer has to Log on to www.gst.gov.in.
b. The customer has to get on the ‘Services’ tab on the list of options at the top of the page.
c. Three options will be provided, viz. ‘Registration’, ‘Payments, and ‘User Services’.
d. Got to the ‘Registration’ and select ‘New Registration’.
e. It will be redirected to a fresh page in which the customer will have to select the option which
differentiates whether he is a taxpayer or a GST practitioner prior to entering a few information
such as the legal name of the business, the state and district in which the company is located,
Permanent Account Number, email address and mobile number. This is fundamentally Part-A of
the form.
f. The information of the customer has to be entered will have to be confirmed and verified by the
portal, so the customer will receive a one-time password or an email for authentication.
g. Based on the type of business the customer is operating, he will be compulsory to upload a few
documents as requested.
h. Part-B of the form will then have to be filled in with a small number of details after which the
customer will obtain the Application Reference Number through email or SMS.
i. The customer’s application will then be verified or checked by a GST officer and it could either
be accepted or you will be requested to present some more information or documents until the
authorities have all the required information to accept your application.
For each state separate registration has to be done, if a bank or trader has branches in numerous
states. Businesses with more than 1 vertical can register individually for each of them. Banks have to
register each and every branch in which they operate in. Any transactions or business activities are
conducted only when the bank or the company is registered under GST [10], [15].
5.2. INTER- STATE TRANSACTION BETWEEN TWO BRANCHES OF THE SAME BANK
Before the implication of GST, the transaction between two branches of the same bank was not
subject to any tax. But under GST tax regime interstate supply of goods and services or both between
the same bank's two branches located in two states are taxable which is known as integrated goods
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and service tax (IGST). Generally, banks have a lot of common and shared services being supported
by Head Office such as security software, call center etc. Further, many times one branch would
internally provide service to other branches for example: resolving the issue of a customer having
PAN India accounts, providing local information etc. to other branches etc [11]. If GST is to be
charged on such supplies, even though the same is made without consideration, it would cause
pointless hardship. But solution is provided in the valuation rules that in case of a transaction with
distinct persons, value disclosed on the invoice shall be deemed to be taken as an open market value,
however still valuation issues may creep as this rule does not apply if the receiving branch is not able
to avail the full credit due to any reason whatsoever. Since, in a banking sector tracking such
transactions would prove to be a cumbersome task and lead to multiple interpretations and disputes,
therefore one suggestion is that by the virtue of Rule 6(7) of GST Valuation Rules, banking services
be categorised in such class of services where value for any transactions undertaken between the
distinct persons is deemed to be considered as Nil [12].
5.3 PLACE OF SUPPLY BANKING SERVICES
The place of supply of services under GST Law for banking and other financial services shall be the
location of the recipient of services on the records of the supplier of services. Provided that if the
place of the recipient of services is not on the records of the supplier, the place of supply shall be the
place of the supplier of services. However, what constitutes the ‘records of the supplier’ is not
defined in the law leading to multiple interpretations as to whether it is to be understood as
accounting records or customer records, vendor records and so on [12], [13]. Further, in some cases
banks would have multiple addresses of the same customer in its records, this is possible as in case of
a banking sector a customer would add multiple accounts within the same customer id and in which
case only one address of the customer under whose address that customer id is registered would be
reflected as the address on records. However, it is possible that the transaction is undertaken with the
account holder within the same customer id but having a branch in the different state. In such a
situation, if strictly banks pay GST to the state based on the “address on record” then it may end up
paying GST in a wrong state. Therefore, banks have to record the address of each account holders
within the same customer id and GST needs to be charged on that account holder and accordingly,
the tax also must be paid to that respective state government of the account holder and not the single
address captured for the entire customer id [17].
5.4 REVERSAL OF INPUT TAX CREDIT ON CAPITAL GOODS
Before the implication of GST, as per Rule 6(3B) of CENVAT Credit Rules, 2004, an assessee in the
banking sector has to reverse 50% of the CENVAT Credit taken on a monthly basis on input and
input services [13]. However, banks can take full credit on Capital goods unless the said capital
goods are exclusively used for any exempted service. Now under section 14 of the GST law states
that banks engaged in supplying goods and services by way of accepting deposits, extending loans
have to reverse 50% of the eligible input tax credit on inputs, capital goods, and input services. It is
pertinent to note that requirement of reversal of standard 50% credit even on the capital goods
portion will have a negative impact [14] Various office furniture, equipment, cash-counting
machines, computers, printers, air-conditioners etc. are of high procurement cost for any branch of
the bank and if 50% of the credit on the same is to be reversed then it shall have an adverse impact
[15], [16].
5.5 GST IS CHARGED ON ALL BANKING ACTIVITIES
Banks have charged GST on various products and services carried on by the banks except for
deposits, which can be classified like this:
(1) TRANSACTION CHARGES:
Transaction charge is something which we pay when we are in need of a quick cash and it is a
tendency to run to the nearest ATM's available. The changes in the ATM's transaction charges,
making multiple trips to withdraw cash or check balance will cost you more under the tax system
GST. Transaction charges have been increased to 18% which was 15% earlier. The shocking news is
that the ATM transactions are restricted to a certain point i.e., first 5 withdrawals are free after 5
withdrawals Rs.20 per withdrawal is charged in order to reduce the withdrawal of money through
ATM's which will automatically increase the usage of internet banking. Also, the usage of
chequebooks will be expensive if any customer uses more than 50 cheques a year and it is charged
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less than Rs.100. The individuals have to pay Rs.3 more for every Rs.100 paid for banking
transactions [14], [16].
(2) LOANS:
As per information, it is said that all the loans are taxable under GST for 18% and there is no chance
of tax percentage to go beyond the tax slab of 18%. But there is a big concern about the home loans
which was availed to the borrowers for a VAT of 5% for construction materials and 3.5% service tax,
overall of 8.5 which is now available only as per the GST rate 18% which will be little more
expensive for the borrowers [18]. And there is a chance of an increase in the interest rate added on
home loans by the banks and lenders too.
(3) INVESTMENTS:
Investments like mutual funds are affected negatively due to the introduction of GST. GST bang on
the income of mutual funds will certainly have an effect on the consumers. For an investment
company, an expense ratio is a cost incurred by them to operate their mutual funds. The Goods and
Service tax will be on the Total Expense Ratio of the mutual funds and has been increased by 3%. In
case of the policyholders, they have to pay high premiums amount on their insurance assuming, a
family spend a sum of Rs 50,000 per annum on insurance exclusive of service tax, their expenses will
be increased by 3%, i.e., Rs 1500. Earning up to Rs 20 lakh will stay exempted from GST for mutual
fund distributors [18], [19].

Debit/Credit
Cards
Loans

ATM

Input Credit

18%

Insurance

Investments

Pension

NEFT/RTGF

Fig. 2: The figure represents various products and services provided by banks which charge 18%
GST replacing the 15% tax.
(4) INSURANCE:
GST has a severe effect on insurance as there is a rise in the premium, especially for life, health, and
car insurance policies. The tax rate has increased from 15% to 18% under GST. For example, if the
complete premium is for life insurance, a tax rate of 18% will affect the entire premium.
(5) INPUT TAX CREDIT:
Under GST, 50% of the CENVAT credit availed against inputs, input services, and capital goods is to
reverse which leaves them a position of reduced credit of 50% on capital goods thereby increasing
the cost of capital. Input tax credit is covered under GST only when your supplier has deposited the
tax he collected from you. It is to be matched and validate before claiming it. So, it is compulsory
that all supplier must is registered under GST [22].
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(6) OTHER SERVICES:
Banking facilities like locker facilities, tax payment, billing, and shopping etc. which are offered by
the banking sector are taxable for 18% under GST which is 3% higher than the early tax rates. In case
of forex 1 % of the gross amount of the Indian rupee is charged under GST i.e., the dissimilarity in
the selling rate and buying rate of rupee which is multiplied with the total units of currency. The
pension is charged under salary even if it is service provided by the bank [13], [23].
6. REVIEW OF BANKING TAX RATE IMPLIED ON THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
UNDER GST :
The table 3 shows a brief description of the products and services provided by bank and which help
us to have a quick understanding of various tax rates imposed on various products and services.
Table 3: The various tax rates imposed on various products and services
Items
Taxable
Not Taxable
Deposits
NT
Debit Card
T
Credit Card
T
Loan
T
Forex
T
Investments
T
Banking facilities
T
Pension
NT
Remittance (NEFT, RTGS)
T
Insurance
T
ATM
T
Input Credit Tax
T
-

Tax %
18%
18%
18%
1% of gross rupee
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%
18%

7. EXCEPTIONS IN GST :
•

•
•
•

As per GST Law 2017, there is no GST payable on Services received by the Reserve Bank of
India from outside India in relation to the management of foreign exchange reserves. So, the rate
of GST payable on Services received by the RBI from outside India in relation to the management
of foreign exchange reserves is nil rate [8], [22].
In the banking sector services by the way of extending loans or advances, deposits in so far as the
consideration is represented by way of interest or discount (other than the interest in credit card
services) [22].
Services by the way of Inter sale or inter purchase of foreign currency among banks or authorized
dealers of foreign exchange or between banks and such dealers.
Services provided by a bank which is going to be acquired, to any individual in relation to the
settlement of any amount of money up to two thousand rupees in a solitary transaction transacted
through credit card, debit card or charge card or other payment card service [23], [24].

8. IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS OF THE BANKS :
Due to the arrival of GST, the tax rate on each and every products and service of the banks have
become expensive and less affordable to the customers. In table 2, various tax rates on various items
are explained.
1. Debit card and a Credit card is one of the common instruments used by the customers nowadays,
the tax charged on these instruments is 18% which is costlier than the previous rate which was 15%.
2. Loans were available at a cheaper rate before the advent of GST, now the rate has been fixed to
18% which made the customers in pressure and uncertainty that whether the customer will be able to
repay the amount [22].
3. Investments like mutual funds are negatively affected by GST. the customers are in great strain
that the cost incurred by the investments banks are very high and the tax charged on these
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investments is 18% which is very much higher for the customers to afford and mutual funds are
largely based up to the total expense ratio which has gone up by 3% after the initiation of GST [23].
4. Banking facilities like locker facilities, tax payment, billing, and shopping etc. are widely used by
the customer. It was charged at a rate of 15% and now it has changed to 18%. Even though it is
expensive customers with large assets always maintain a locker system for their safety purpose.
5. Increase in the premium caused a large number of the customer to withdraw the insurance policy.
people with low income cannot afford the premium charged under GST.
9. ABCD ANALYSIS ON GST IN BANKING SECTOR :
ABCD framework can be used to analyze the individual characteristics, system characteristics,
effectiveness of a concept or idea, effectiveness of a strategy while studying the business value in the
society. ABCD analysis framework can be used for any kind of company case study. ABCD
analysing framework allows the researcher to analyse any issues related to both internal and external
to its business [20], [21]. This analysis framework being simple and straightforward, can be used to
study many company issues or problems to find a suitable solution through simplifying the
issues/problems by identifying the affecting factors through the factor analysis and critical
constituent elements through elemental analysis [20]. Analysing business models, business systems,
business strategy, business concepts and ideas, products & services of a company, future expansion
plans of a company etc. through ABCD constructs allows the readers to identify and understand the
problems from various stakeholder’s point of view so that an optimum solution can be developed.
Thus, using ABCD analysis framework in suitable depth either qualitative listing, qualitative
analysis, or quantitative analysis of identified issues is recommended in company case study as a
research methodology [7], [21], [38 – 45]. SWOC analysis framework can be also used to know the
strengths, weakness, opportunities, and challenges of GST in the banking sector [31-37].
Table 4: The table shows the advantages and benefits of GST in the banking sector and its customer
[7], [20], [21].
Advantage
Benefits
Self regulated tax system
Easy understandable for general public
Transparent tax system
No confusion in tax filing and tax rate
Uniform tax rate
No tax on deposit
Compulsory registration under GST
Increased the number of online banking
Registration under GST will reduce the amount
of tax payable on the purchase of goods
Table 5: The table shows the disadvantages and constrains of GST in the banking sector and its
customer [7], [20], [21].
Disadvantages
Constraints
Tax has increased to 18% compared to the Banking became costlier to the customers
earlier service tax of 15%
Loans are charged for 18% without any other Customers are charged 18% on home loan,
differentiation in the tax rate.
before which was 8.5%.
Place of supply for banks are not specified
In banking, place of supply of service shall be
the location of the customer on records.
Due to state- wise registration, multiple audit Difficult for the bank to cope up with the
and assessment is required
changes in registration as the presence of the
bank in each locality.
Interstate transaction between branch of the It is expensive and inconvenient task for the
same bank is charged.
banks that each transaction between branches
of the same banks are attracted by IGST.
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Fig. 3: The figure describes about the advantages, benefits, constraints and disadvantages in the
banking sector due to the introduction of GST.
Advantages
• Self-regulating tax system: GST has introduced the concept of "Auto Notified" and "Mismatch"
mechanism so it is known as a self-regulating tax system in which the mismatch shall be
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automatically notified by the system to both the supplier/bank and recipient/customer and also
auto-check provisions are made to identify fraudulent practices [22].
• Transparent tax system: Consumers will get to know the actual amount of taxes they are paying
for goods and services in the form of a single GST rate that which is split between central and
state governments [27].
• Uniform tax rate: In the banking sector, GST maintains a uniform tax rate of 18% i.e., all the
services are taxed for 18% in the banking sector.
• Compulsory registration: Under GST compulsory registration for the banks in each branch they
operate in order to reduce the confusion in the tax mechanism in each state and each branch for
any transaction [23], [29].
Benefits
• Easy understandable for the general public: GST is a new tax regiment involved with a large
number of goods and service. it is a simplified way of tax in order to build the people aware of
how the goods and services are taxed. The tax is charged on different commodity under different
slabs of 0%, 5%, 12% and 18% which easy for the people to remember and understand.
• No confusion in filing tax and tax rates: The people who have to pay GST does not have any
confusion in the tax rate as it is a uniform tax rate. there is uniform tax rate of 0%, 5%, 12%, 18%
and 28% [23], [26].
• No tax on deposits: The bank is not charging any GST on deposits made by the customers. It is
totally exempted from GST due to that there is a huge increase in the deposits of the bank.
• Increased number of Online banking: Under ATM withdrawal the first 5 withdrawals are free
after 5 withdrawals Rs.20 per withdrawal is charged in order to reduce the withdrawal of money
through ATM's which will automatically increase the usage of internet banking.
• Registration under GST: It will make the entire tax collection easier and each branch of the bank
can have an independent tax filing system [24], [25].
Constraints
• Banking became costlier for the customer: One of the important constraints of the banking sector
is due to the increase of the tax rate in almost all the products and services, it became a costlier
activity for the customer as it became 18% [24]
• Home Loans: GST has affected mainly on the home loan. now all the products and services
offered by the bank is 18% which was earlier 15% except home loan which was 8.5%. There is a
huge increase of 9.5% tax on home loan due to GST.
• Place of supply: Under GST, the place of supply of services for banking and other financial
services shall be the location of the recipient of services on the records of the supplier of services.
Provided that if the location of the recipient of services is not on the records of the supplier, the
place of supply shall be the location of the supplier of services. the place is not specified in the
GST law for banking activities which creates a huge confusion [25], [30].
• Registration process: Each branch of the same bank should register separately under GST, it
forces the bank to do multiple audit and assessments.
• Expensive and attracts IGST: It is an expensive and inconvenient task for the banks that each
transaction between branches of the same banks are attracted to IGST. the transaction between
each branch of same banks in different states is taxed under GST. It causes inconvenient for the
banks located in different states [26], [27].
Disadvantages
• The tax rate has increased to 18%: The services tax which was provided in our country was 15%
earlier which is now increased to 18 %. All the products and services offered by the banks are
under 18% which has made banking services more expensive [28].
• Place of supply: One of the drawbacks of GST law is that the place of supply is not specified for
the banking activities. the banks have to assume the customer's contact point as the place of
supply of services [30].
• Home loan: Compared to other loans home loan have higher rates than another loan, the customer
is in shock due to the huge increase in the home loan.
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Registration: One bank has to register multiple times in all branches at a different state. it became
a hectic work for the bank when GST was introduced at first [29], [30].
Interstate charges: GST is charged IGST, CGST and SGST for the banking transaction for each
state and interstate transaction are charges IGST for every bank.

10. FINDING AND SUGGESTIONS :
(1) All the banks in India are registered under GST at each state, each branch. The transaction is done
through the GST act. The banks have to file multiple returns state-wise, numerous audits and
assessments; particularly in a situation where banks have the existence in about all state and union
territory of the country and there are large number banks located in each city and locality in the state.
With loads of braches, the entire harmonization and integration of each state regional bank shall also
be a challenge. Therefore, the government must bring in some unique proposal to the banking sector
so that the high administration and compliance trouble which is placed under the GST is reduced as
the business activities of banking sector entirely differs from that of other sectors.
(2) The transaction between two branches of the same bank located at two different states is taxable
under GST which is called integrated goods and service tax (IGST). When there are so many
transactions from the different branches of the same bank it will be difficult for the banks to track the
transaction and the transaction will be cumbersome. One of the relaxations is the valuation under
GST rule that the banking services be categorized in such a way that value for any transaction
undertaken between a distinct person is deemed to be considered as Nil.
(3) Under GST the supply of service is defined in the address of the customer provided in the record
which has submitted at the time of opening an account. The point of contact of the customer will be
defined as the record which is already entered in the database of the bank. It is a huge task of the
banks to find out the customer address or the account holder's address of each account holder within
the same customer identification and GST is charged on the person and the tax was paid to the
particular state government of the customer or the account holder.
(4) GST has made a uniformity in the entire good and service tax in our country, but the tax imposed
on various products and services of the banks are much higher than earlier. if comes to a conclusion
that banking services and products were costlier before.
(5) From the above study, the most disappointing thing for the customer is an increase in the tax rate
of the home loan which was much lower compared to the current tax regime. the products and
services of the banks are charged with a uniform tax rate of 18%. I would like to suggest that if the
bank can reduce the rate of charges in some of the services provided by them then there will be huge
customer satisfaction. they may be an increase in the banking activities.
(6) Under GST the deposits in banks are exempted from tax, as a result, there is a huge increase in the
number of accounts holding or deposits in the banking sector. (Fig 1) 7.
(7) Even though it has been implemented from past 12 months, till the taxpayer and other common
people have a doubt regarding the tax rates, items charged under GST and, how much of tax should
be paid. So, in order to make a sense about what is GST to the customer, the concerned bank should
provide brochures to the customer to understand various tax imposed on various products and
services to the customer who is holding an account in the bank.
11. CONCLUSION :
The upshot of the study concludes that GST is a risky and challenging initiative taken by the
government for sustainable banking and a uniform tax is imposed on all the products and services.
the issues faced by the banking sector a highlighted in this paper in order to understand how
challenging the implementation of GST in the banking sector was. The banks have to register in each
state they operate in. All the services are provided with the same tax rate of 18% except deposits
which is exempted from tax and services like ATM withdrawals, input tax credit, cheque, loans,
investments have a negative impact after the implementation of GST which made all these services
very expensive to the customer, but it generates a large amount to the Indian banking sector. And
also, it is said that Rs.3 more for every Rs.100 paid for banking transaction which contributes a huge
amount to the economy. The transaction between two branches of the same bank was not subject to
any tax. but under GST tax regime interstate supply of goods and services or both between the same
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bank's two branches located in two states are taxable which is known as integrated goods and service
tax. Under GST Law for banking and other financial services shall be the location of the recipient of
services on the records of the supplier of services. GST law states that banks engaged in supplying
goods and services by way of accepting deposits, extending loans must reverse 50% of the eligible
input tax credit on inputs, capital goods, and input services. The banking sector has now settled with
the current tax rates and adopted the changes and runs smoothly.
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